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Declaration of  

 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, (Name), make the following 
declaration. 

1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, 
which would prevent me from giving this declaration. 

2. Detail background and qualifications: SC resident, mother, wife, 
voter, concerned citizen with Masters in Ed, Guidance, BA Psych, BA 
Health Car Admin. 

3.  

4. My affidavit highlights: noticed mail irregularities(5), election day 
concerns(6), and GA ballot harvesting as a non GA resident(7). 

 

5. Info: October 2020: I noticed we had not received some bills, 
packages and other mail in a timely fashion. October 13 I posted a 
message to a local facebook page “Johns Island United Discussion 
Group” 52 comments are attached. Word and pdf of screenshots are 
attached. Much of the conversation references lost, slow mail, 
missing, destroyed and lost ballots, confusing guidance on ballots vs 
voting in person, one resident contacted Joe Cunningham and a 
congressional inquiry was made, voter concern, contact with 
businesses who claim mail is slow everywhere. 

6. Info: Election day: We were assigned a new venue, Berkely Electric 
on Johns Island. Berkely has very little public parking available for 
such an event. We arrived at 6:30 a.m. & a.m. we were told 
computers were down. A man ran from the building to a car for an 
extension cord, 15-20 minutes later we slowly began to enter. 
Between the delay and poor parking availability, I witnessed cars 
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smart cards that voters insert into voting machines” and causing 
delays for voters. 

6. Roughly 1.5 million Georgia voters requested absentee ballots, which 
is far above the 200,000 absentee ballots from 2016, and is 30% of 
their estimated 5 million voter turnout. 6. As of November 6th at 
6pm, Georgia election officials said that more than 14,200 provisional 
ballots needed to be counted. Jeff Greenburg, a former Mercer 
County elections director, remarked that over his 13 years in the 
role, he had only processed 200 provisional ballots in total and it 
would take his county 2.5 days to process 650 provision ballots. That 
implies nearly 55 days to approve, which suggests that the current 
pace they are approving provisional ballots is implausibly fast if they 
intend to call the election soon. 
It is also curious that the correlation between the number of mail-

in votes for Biden net of Trump and the 2016 share of votes for 
Clinton is stronger than the total votes for Biden net of Trump. This 
evidence is consistent with the view that manipulation is easier with 
mail-in votes and more likely to occur where there is less Republican 
competitive oversight (e.g., poll watchers turned away). 

7. The counties with the greatest reported software glitches and delays 
are also the counties with the biggest swings in votes for Biden. The 
list of numbers below tabulates the percent change in Democrat 
votes from one election to the other for some of the most Democrat 
counties in the state. Importantly, the increase between 2020 and 
2016 is systematically larger than the 2008 to 2012 or 2012 to 2016 
increases: for example, the median (mean) increase from 2016 to 
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2020 for these counties was 27% (30.6%), whereas they were only 
11.5% (9.8%) and -4% (-2.8%).  

These are anomalies that evidence a high likelihood of fraudulent 
alterations within the software or the system. 

Increase in Democrat Votes from Election-to-Election, in % 

County 2008-2012 2012-2016 2016-2020 

Fulton -6% 16% 28% 

DeKalb -6% 6% 22% 

Gwinnett 3% 25% 45% 

Cobb -6% 20% 38% 

Chatham -4% 3% 26% 

Henry 8% 14% 46% 

Muscogee -4% -6% 24% 

Bibb -1% -5% 18% 

Douglas 2% 9% 37% 

Clarke -14% 16% 22% 

Mean -2.8% 9.8% 30.6% 

Median -4% 11.5% 27% 

These changes alone are highly suspect. The 2016 to 2020 increase in 
Democratic votes is at least over double in these counties. Moreover, all 
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it takes is one or two counties, like Fulton, to become a hotspot for fraud 
for it to sway the overall election outcome, particularly via Atlanta. 

Moreover, as a control group, consider the fact that counties that are on 
the Northeastern border of Alabama have a much lower increase in 
Democrat votes for Biden. These counties are comparable given their 
proximity, making the especially large surge in Georgia more suspect. 

There are also many precincts within these counties that have highly 
suspect numbers. For example, 97% of the votes are for Biden in SC16A 
(Fulton County) and 97% in Snapfinger Road (DelKab). Many more 
examples abound. The distribution is also highly skewed towards 
Biden: whereas 10% of the precincts have an over 95% Biden vote, none 
of the precincts have an over 90% Trump vote. Given the historical 
distribution of votes from 2016, this fact pattern is suspect. 

8. One diagnostic for detecting fraud involves Benford’s law. In the case 
of election fraud, that means looking at the distribution of digits 
across votes within a specified geography. Using precinct level data 
for Georgia, my research identified 1,017 suspicious precincts out of 
2,656 when we look at advance ballots. Even more precincts (1,530) 
were flagged as suspicious for election day votes. While Benford’s law 
is not a silver-bullet for identifying fraud on its own, it suggests 
suspicious activity that warrants additional attention.  

9. Yet another way of detecting statistical anomalies involves looking at 
the distribution of the change in 2020 to 2016 vote shares of Trump 
and Biden. Whereas the distribution for Trump is perfectly “normal,” 
the distribution for Biden is non-normal: it is skewed heavily to the 
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right. This is not present in other states that do not have similar 
concerns about fraudulent activity, but is present in the states with 
those concerns (e.g., Pennsylvania too). 

 

 

10. There were many puzzling incidents across states, including 
Georgia, where surges of votes for Biden were observed at odd hours 
of the morning of November 4th. In particular, preliminary analysis 
on the live Edison Research data reveals that new ballots were 
coming in increasingly more slowly, but they were larger for 
Democrats than for Republicans. The combination of the pattern and 
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timing is puzzling, particularly since it is not present in other states, 
like Florida, that do not have similar concerns about fraud. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and correct. 
Executed this November 16, 2020. 
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Prior to my work at the County of San Bernardino I worked as a 

consultant for a company called Computer Assistance Inc. and I worked 

on two fixed priced projects for the City of Los Angeles;  

- Animal Management System  

- Application Management system (recruitment application). One of my 

responsibilities was to program the scanning machines to capture the 

results of employee scantron tests into the system. 

3. I reside at ***** Riverside California 

4. I performed an analysis of the 4,505,777 absentee ballot records from 

the Nov 2020 election I obtained from the Georgia election website 

(https://elections.sos.ga.gov/Elections/voterabsenteefile.do) and I found 

approximately 589 people who appear to have two or more records that 

were accepted (ballot status=’A’) without a corresponding cancel (ballot 

status=’C’). My logic included looking for the same name (first, last, 

middle and suffix) and street name and reporting any duplicates with a 

different voter registration number.  

5. The records in the spreadsheet appear to me to be people who voted 

twice. A manual lookup of these records in Georgia’s voting system would 

confirm my findings. 

6. I mailed the spreadsheet and SQL logic used to produce the spreadsheet 

to Lin Wood on Nov 25, 2020.  

7. On Nov 27, 2020 I was contacted by an associate of Lin Wood. We 

discussed my findings, and I was asked if I’d be willing to provide a 

signed affidavit. 

________Date: __________ 
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Declaration of  

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, , make the following 
declaration. 

1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, 
which would prevent me from giving this declaration. 

2. I am the owner and sole proprietor of an educational publishing 
company, State Standards Publishing, serving the needs of schools in 
Georgia and the United States.  

3. I reside at . 
4. My affidavit highlights possible voting irregularities in Columbus, 
Muscogee County, Georgia. 

5. 10/19/20—I arrived to vote at a Muscogee County early voting 
location on Citizens Way in Columbus, GA. Upon arrival, all voters 
were instructed to complete an intake form while standing in line 
and to FILL OUT ALL HIGHLIGHTED AREAS. It appeared that 
the county was re-using forms prepared for the earlier primary, and 
as a result, one of the highlighted areas we were instructed to 
complete was to circle whether we were voting one of three choices: 
Democratic, Nonpartisan, Republican. Obviously, this is private 
business during the general election. Yet people all around me were 
dutifully filling this out. Anyone looking at the form would know 
exactly who I voted for on my official ballot!! I questioned the poll 
worker about this, who just shrugged his shoulder that he didn’t 
have an answer. At that point, a sheriff announced that a less 
crowded polling station had been opened (Columbus Trade Center). I 
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took my intake form and went there to vote. Upon leaving, I called 
the county registrar and spoke to Assistant Director Tamika Geist. 
She assured me that she was using the forms that had been prepared 
for the earlier primary but that the situation would be fixed 
immediately. 
LOCATIONS AFFECTED: 
All early voting locations in Columbus, Muscogee County, Georgia 
beginning Monday, October 12, 2020. 
MY CONCERNS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
(A) One’s vote in a general election is private business and 
SHOULD NOT be shared or required to be reported/exposed 
to workers at a polling station either during or after voting, 
and that (B) anybody with a stack of those intake forms in 
hand would have a nice little road map about who voted this 
way or that and could, theoretically, pick out ballots they 
didn’t happen to agree with and make those ballots 
disappear. Any requirement to stipulate voting intention in a 
general election is irregular (if not illegal!) and opens up the 
potential for voting manipulation and fraud. 

6. 10/19/20—I submitted the following Fraud Report to the Georgia 
Secretary of State using their online submission form, expressing the 
above concerns: 
On arrival to vote 10/23 (corrected to 10/19), all voters were 

instructed to complete an intake form while standing in line and to 

FILL OUT ALL HIGHLIGHTED AREAS. The county re-used forms 

prepared for the earlier primary, and as a result, one of the 
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highlighted areas we were instructed to complete was to circle 

whether we were voting one of three choices: Democrat, Nonpartisan, 

Republican. Obviously, this is private business during the general 

election. Yet people all around me were filling this out. Anyone 

looking at the form would know exactly who I voted for on my official 

ballot!! I contacted the county registrar (Asst. Dir.), who assured me 

this would be fixed immediately. I just want to make sure that it HAS 

been fixed. This is very disturbing and opens the potential for anyone 

involved to tamper with results they don’t particularly like. Please let 

me know the outcome, if at all possible. I can provide you with a photo 

of my form if needed. Thank you! 

Outcome: No response. 
7. 11-04-20—I emailed the following elected officials, including a copy of 
the SOS Fraud Report and photo of the Muscogee County intake 
form: 
Randy Robertson  GA State Senate 
Richard Smith  GA House of Representatives 
Drew Ferguson  US House of Representatives 
David Perdue   US Senate 
Kelly Loeffler   US Senate 
Outcome: No response from any of these elected officials.   

8. 11-10-20—Upon learning of the appointment of Congressman Doug 
Collins to head up a Georgia recount, I contacted his Voter Fraud 
Hotline and reported all of the above to a young woman named 
Ashley. She instructed me to email her the intake form photo and 
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background. I submitted this information to her at 
gaedo@donaldtrump.com.  
Outcome: Unknown. 

9. 11-20-20—Almost immediately after my conversation with the Voter 
Fraud Hotline, I received a call from Chris Harvey in the GA SOS 
office (404-985-6351). He stated that the Muscogee County form 
would not have helped support vote tampering in any way and was 
perfectly okay and appropriate. He asked me to clarify my concern, 
and I did so, reiterating the two-fold point made above; namely, that 
one’s vote in a general election is private business and SHOULD not 
be shared, and that anybody with knowledge of how someone voted 
could theoretically locate and destroy ballots they didn’t agree with.  
He countered my concern by saying that this would never happen, 
and the forms would not help anyone do that in any way. Perhaps 
that’s so; as I further explained to him, I have no idea how people are 
breaking the law and tampering with votes, but somebody’s doing 
just that . . . and I didn’t appreciate him dismissing my concern as 
invalid. (He pointed out that he never used the word “invalid.” To 
which I replied, “Oh, let’s split hairs, shall we?” If he’s supposed to be 
the community relations outreach, that office is in sad need of a fresh 
perspective. Anyway, the conversation was patronizing, to say the 
least.) 
Outcome: Unknown. 
(But I hope the Georgia Secretary of State will get the 
comeuppance he so richly deserves.) 
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Declaration of Garland Favorito 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, , make the following declaration regarding my 
observations of the full hand count audit conducted by Fulton County for the November 3rd 2020 
Presidential race and the associated recount where a Dominion server malfunction forced the recount 
process to stop and be repeated. 

I am a career Information Technology professional with over 40 years of experience in a variety of 
technical disciplines including programming, analysis, development methodologies, internet system 
design, financial transaction processing  and multi-factor online systems security. 
 
In 2006, I co-founded Voters Organized for Trusted Election Results in Georgia (VoterGA), a nonpartisan, 
non-profit, all-volunteer, dues free organization that has been a leader in the Georgia election integrity 
movement for 16 years. During that time, I performed extensive research, made many presentations 
around the state and produced several studies such as the one entitled: "Unresolved Security Risks in 
Ballot Marking Devices" which I presented at the National Voting Rights Task Force in 2019.  
 
 I reside at  

My declaration highlights that the conduct of the full hand count audit and recount I observed clearly 
warrant an immediate court order to inspect absentee ballots and to preserve certain Dominion system 
components for forensic review to ensure the integrity of the election. 

 

Declarations: 

1. After the November 3, 2020 election, I monitored the hand count audit and re-count conducted 
by Fulton County, for the Presidential race in November at the World Congress Center; 

2. On November 14, 2020, I participated as a monitor in the full hand count audit conducted by 
Fulton County. During the first day of that audit, four hand count auditors who counted ballots 
confided to me and other monitors how they noticed potentially fraudulent absentee ballots. 
These were not marked with a writing instrument, not creased from mailing and not on normal 
ballot stock. All four of the hand count auditors are highly experienced poll workers and have 
submitted notarized affidavits of their findings to attorneys. 

3. On November 29, 2020, Fulton County experienced a Dominion server malfunction during the 
recount. The malfunction caused the county election staff to be unable to upload previously 
scanned ballot images to a central Dominion county server for tabulation AND further caused 
the county election staff to be unable to upload previously scanned ballot images to a new 
replacement server that was brought on site but not set up with a matching Election ID and 
election files.  

4. The malfunction was so severe that Fulton County election officials had to call for a Dominion 
software technician to be flown in from Colorado in an attempt to correct the problems; 
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5. The malfunction was ALSO so severe that Fulton County election officials decided to begin 
scanning all ballot images a second time in case the technician would be unable to resolve the 
problem once on site; 

6. The onsite Dominion technician established new election files on the same Dell All-in-One 
computers that contained the ballot images previously scanned and the staff began scanning 
the ballot images again to the same Dell- All-In-One computers that still contained the 
previously ballot images;  

7. This highly unusual deviation of standard recount processing for the 2020 Georgia Presidential 
election is NOT necessarily nefarious BUT it opens a door for new security risks and potential 
errors in terms of duplication of ballot scanning, technical ballot images transfers and eventual 
tabulation of already questionable election results, 

8. In addition, VoterGA has independently confirmed that the Dominion voting system flipped 
votes from President Trump to former Vice President Biden in at least one Georgia County. In 
Ware County the electronic vote totals shorted President Trump by 37 votes and allocated those 
votes to former Vice President Biden as proven by their hand count audit. This irregularity was 
discovered thanks to the extra due diligence Ware County election officials performed in 
producing their own system of record source totals for the hand count audit to double check 
totals contained in the Secretary’s ARLO system ; 

9. In summary, four highly experienced hand count auditors detected potentially fraudulent ballots 
during the Fulton County hand count audit, there is a known instance of the Dominion voting 
system flipping votes in the Ware County Presidential election results, the reported malfunction 
of the Fulton County server has introduced new potential for security risks and errors; 

10.  The closeness of the Presidential election, the impact of Fulton County results on Georgia 
election results and the impact of Georgia election results on the national Presidential election 
demands a court to act to protect the integrity of the 2020 Presidential election in Georgia 
counties,  

11. In light of the evidence above, I believe it is imperative for a court to order an immediate 
inspection of Fulton County absentee ballots, preservation of the Ware County Dominion voting 
system equipment as well as preservation of the malfunctioning Fulton County server, scanned 
ballot images, associated memory devices containing those images and the new server onto 
which the scanned ballot images will be transmitted.  

12. These specific actions if taken by a Georgia court are essential to ensure that all Georgians can 
be confident that Fulton County and Georgia election results are accurate. 

13. I am prepared to sign a sworn affidavit for the above statements to ensure any court of their 
veracity; 

Date: December 1, 2020 
Location: Roswell, GA 
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Declaration of James Nelson 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I,  make the following declaration. 
 
I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, which would prevent me 
from giving this declaration. 
I am a retired business owner and military veteran of the Vietnam era.  
I reside at  
My affidavit highlights anomalies and red flags during monitoring the scanning of re-
counted absentee ballots at the world Congress Center in Atlanta Georgia November 25, 
2020.  
 
The most important thing about them is some absentee ballots didn’t look folded or 
creased which I only started looking for near the end of my day after someone told me to 
look for them. It’s strange that they were not folded because you have to return them in 
two envelopes. 
I saw one box marked No. 98 that were military absentee ballots but they were on election 
day ballot forms, the smaller forms. It is strange to me that they were not regular absentee 
ballots and folded or creased since, to my knowledge, all absentee ballots must be in two 
envelopes, one with the voter’s signature. Scanner one kept breaking down and I saw it 
take more than one ballot at a time. It kept breaking down several times, had error 
messages that said it should be restarted. The first operator on scanner one seemed need 
several consultations to learn the procedure and the lady at Scanner two was helping him 
several times. Most of the operators seemed experienced but several did not appear to be 
experienced. I gave a list of which operators I thought were experienced to another 
monitor to compare with his lost of who we thought was experienced and who was not. I 
witnessed two workers reproducing ballots that would not go through scanners, each on 
their own with no one watching. In other words, they could have input any candidate by 
mistake or otherwise and how would anyone know. One lady hid her input when I started 
watching her. Only two monitors from each party were allowed on the flow to cover 
thirteen scanners, two reproduction computers and two men bringing and taking away 
boxes of ballots to and from the scanners. Not enough monitors to monitor all that. I got a 
very intimidating stare from the Fulton Director of Elections, (Mr Berry or Barrett ) that 
lasted 15 to 30 seconds. I assume he was giving body language that said don’t monitor us, 
because this is my territory.  
 
The audit prior, on approximately November 14 when I was monitoring for the Republican 
Party in Fulton County, I witnessed a stack of Biden ballots of over 5 inches with no Trump 
ballots. Also, some counters were working alone. In other words, each person at the table 
were counting on their own.  
 
In Cobb and Fulton the pairs of people counting were not decided by political party. They 
might both be the same party.  
 
My wife and I voted early in person at the Sandy Planes polling place in Marietta. After we 
printed our ballots we carried it across the room and a poll worker took our paper ballots 
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looked at them and put it into the scanner. I learned it is against the law for them to look at 
or touch our ballot.  
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My name is  I witnessed some events at 120 Interstate North Parkway, Suite 210, 
Atlanta, Ga. today, November 30, 2020.   
 
I arrived at the location just before 12:00 p.m.  I drove to the back of the office complex.  Other 
Patriots were at the location, which is a temporary office for the Secretary of State.  There was a 
black Secretary of State van parked behind suite 210.   
 
At 12:57 p.m., a large moving van pulled up to the dock that belonged to suite 210.  Myself and 
another Patriot, John, tried to video what they were loading/unloading. The truck driver and 
another person blocked the visibility with cardboard so we could not video what they were 
doing.  We kept videoing.  I could hear things that were being unloaded that sounded like something 
with wheels, and there were several of them.  They were clearly concerned about us videoing the 
process, as they tried to hide it.  Pictures and videos are attached.  
 
At 2:29 p.m., a UPS truck pulled up to the dock at 210 Interstate North Parkway. Absentee ballots 
were being loaded into the UPS truck.   I will send pictures and videos in another email. 
 
I hope this helps with exposing the fraud in this election.  I thank you for all that you, Lin, and 
Sidney are doing to protect our democracy and freedoms! God Bless America! 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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Declaration of  

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, (Name), make the following declaration. 

1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, which would prevent me 

from giving this declaration. 

2. I'm a self employed Utilities Construction Contractor as well as a concerned citizen. 

3. I reside at  

4. My affidavit highlights my surveillance of 7000 Highlands PKWY and 120 Interstate North 

PKWY STE. 210 on November 30 2020. 

5. On 11/29/2020 I answered the call from Lin Wood to get down to the Georgia World 

Congress Center because they were currently wiping the voting machines there. When I 

arrived all was quiet and there was zero sign of anyone else there that was answering the call. 

I remained for several hours watching the drama of the judge that didn't know how to make a 

decision unfold while I waited.  

6. Eventually I returned home only to see this tweet from Link Wood.  

https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1333182964650348546?s=19 

I decided to go see things for myself and confirm. 

I arrived at 7000 Highlands Pkwy SE, Smyrna, GA 30082 at 12:46 a.m. on 11/30/2020. 

Here is a link to a location screenshot and video I recorded upon arrival. 

https://twitter.com/Quisling_hunter/status/1333286324086956032?s=19 

I stayed surveilling that location for approximately 2.5 hours. It was quiet however there was 

an AT&T van in the parking lot. I did a wifi scan and the only available was Eatonvisitor. 

Compare that to the video Lin Wood posted. There was more than 10 networks available and 

2 SOS named ones. I thought that this is definite proof of trying to hide something. 
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7. I then decided to go to the Secretary of State Elections warehouse at 120 Interstate N Pkwy E 

SE, suite 210, Atlanta, GA 30339 

I arrived at approximately 4 a.m. 

At 4:26 a.m. a Waste Management trash truck pulled into the main entrance of the complex 

and made a beeline for the dumpster behind suite 210 emptied it and then left the complex 

through the back entrance. There's more than 50 dumpsters here and it only picked 1. This 

would indicate a special pickup. 

Here is a link to the videos and map. 

https://twitter.com/Quisling_hunter/status/1333348935184879617?s=19 

8. I remained on site until 5:55 am. I was informed through people I was in contact with 

through Twitter that another groupof concerned citizens was minutes away so I left. They did 

not stay long so I coordinated with    guy named Kyle to cover until I could return. I returned 

at approx 9:30 am. Kyle and I agreed to split up. I took over watching the front and he 

watched the back. I remained in my car in a parking space that viewed the front entrance to 

suite 210 for several hours observing absolutely nothing. At 1:44 pm I observed 2 Cobb 

county police cars pass in front of me and go to the back of the building. I pulled around back 

to see the police talking to several people. I approached them after the police left to find out 

what was going on. Turns out they had shown up for the same reason as Kyle and I and had 

been at the back for several hours. They informed that a semi truck with trailer had backed up 

to suite 210 loading dock. The workers inside the SOS warehouse then blocked off the sides 

of the trailer at the dock so that no one could observe what was being loaded. (They showed 

me the video for proof) This caused everyone there to wonder what they were hiding. A 

couple by the names of John and Valerie decided to follow the truck. The driver went to 
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Truest park, stopped and went to the guard shack. A few minutes later Cobb County Police 

showed up. John and Valerie explained what was going on and the officer then went and 

talked to the driver. When the officer returned to them he informed them that the driver 

refused to say what he was transporting and that he had no probable cause to search the 

trailer. (This was a situation where the officer was unaware of commercial trucking 

regulations. A commercial driver is obligated to disclose what they have on the truck, 

whether asked by fire or law officials  - the cop might not be CDL Cert but that driver is 

always aware of his obligations.) The officer then informed them they could not follow 

because it's harassment. He also told them he understands the situation but that he could not 

follow either because that would be harassment as well. He then offered to follow back to 

suite 210 and at least file a report. That is where I came in. When John and Valerie were 

stopped from following Kyle in a Mercedes SUV and another person in a Suburban who's 

name i do not know decided to pick up the trail. I stayed at suite 210 listening to Kyle on 

speaker phone describing what was happening. The driver was going in circles all over Cobb 

county trying to lose them. At 3:30 I had to leave again. I returned at 6:30 pm John and 

Valerie were still there along with several others. At around 8:00 pm Kyle and the guy in the 

suburban returned. They filled me in on the rest of their adventure. Shortly after I left they 

said the truck driver pulled into what they described as a run down roach motel, stopped, 

opened the back and acted like he was making a delivery. An orange Dodge Charger then 

pulled up and blocked Kyle's SUV in and the truck driver hopped in the truck and blocked 

the suburban in. A verbal altercation then ensued. The driver then called into the office at 

suite 120 on speaker phone and said that these crazy folks that started following me from 

your parking lot won't leave me alone what do you want me to do. The person from the office 
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asked if he had a lock and the driver said yes. The office person said to take it to the yard and 

lock it up then. Everyone got in their vehicles and proceeded to AAA Coopers logistics yard 

at 1800 Westgate Pkwy SW, Atlanta, GA 30336. (Side note: the truck and trailer both carried 

the AAA Cooper logo but when we ran the trailer license plate it came back registered to 

Georgia Dept of Fleet Management) When they arrived Fulton County Sheriffs were waiting 

and pulled Kyle over. They did not harass him but told him to move on. I fully understand 

that this is a second hand account but they corroborated everything with pictures and videos. 

I'm merely providing this for corroboration of a series of very very suspicious events. My 

biggest concern is why in the world did the driver refuse to go to his destination? I can 

speculate many reasons, none good, but I will refrain. After all that we settled in for a cold, 

snowy, uneventful night. I left at 5:45 am. and have not returned. 

November, 11 2020 
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Declaration of  

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, Seth Keshel, make the following 
declaration. 

1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, 
which would prevent me from giving this declaration. 

2. I am a trained data analyst with experience in multiple fields, 
including service in the United States Army as a Captain of Military 
Intelligence, with a one-year combat tour in Afghanistan.  My 
experience includes political involvement requiring a knowledge of 
election trends and voting behavior. 

3. I reside at . 
4. My affidavit highlights substantial deviance from statistical norms 
and results regarding voting patterns in Georgia. 

5. All 2020-related voting totals are taken from the Decision Desk HQ 
unofficial tracker, are not certified, and are subject to change from 
the time of the creation of this affidavit.  Other voting totals are from 
the Georgia Secretary of State. 

6. Georgia has not been won by a Democratic presidential candidate 
since 1992.  Then-Senator Barack Obama received a large increase in 
Democratic votes in his first campaign (2008), earning 1,844,123 
votes; however, his support plunged 3.81% in his reelection 
campaign, leaving him with 1,773,827 votes.  In 2016, Hillary 
Clinton earned 1,877,963 votes, just 1.8% more than where Obama 
had been eight years before.  Donald Trump had very little 
improvement over Mitt Romney in 2016, but has improved 17.7% 
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from his 2016 performance, an addition of 368,899 votes.  This strong 
performance casts substantial doubt on a 31.6% improvement for Joe 
Biden on top of the Clinton total from just four years ago. 

7. Metro Atlanta is full of votes, and the urban and suburban counties 
support Democratic candidates, while the exurban counties support 
Republican candidates.  This shift was made complete when Cobb 
and Gwinnett Counties moved away from Donald Trump in 2016.  
The Atlanta region has added substantial voter registrations, which 
has not always correlated to a drastic increase in amount of votes 
cast.  This year, Gwinnett and Henry Counties have already cast 
more than 40% more Democratic votes than in 2016, with Donald 
Trump still gaining votes in the counties.  Cobb and Douglas 
Counties have now cast over 35% more Democratic votes than 2016, 
while all other metro Atlanta counties are up substantially from the 
2012 and 2016 elections.  Population growth can certainly drive 
turnout higher, but with the reported signature verification issues 
and transparency violations present in Georgia, these totals are 
highly suspect.  The bar graph highlighting Democratic vote 
increases in the 12 most heavily Democrat-voting counties is 
contained in Exhibit A. 

8. President Trump improved his margins in just 70 of 159 counties in 
the state, mostly in the southeast, but also in minority-heavy 
counties that he did not win.  The most shocking losses of margin are 
in strong Republican counties that are not showing indications of 
flipping like Cobb or Gwinnett Counties did.  President Trump 
backtracked 14% in Forsyth, 13% in Fayette, 12% in Paulding, 11% 
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in Cherokee, and 8% in Hall, all while compiling substantially more 
votes than in 2016, when many nominal Republican voters opted to 
support minor party candidates.  Many rural counties in Northern 
Georgia have President Trump running 4-8%, or even worse, behind 
his performance in 2016, despite high voter registration percentages 
and overall vote increases.  The major Republican counties (Forsyth, 
Fayette, Paulding, Cherokee, Hall) and heavily Republican rural 
areas showing heavy downward margin shift suggest that vote 
tabulation errors or machine troubles are present in Georgia and 
should be audited.  Exhibit A contains a side-by-side comparison of 
the County Classification Map of Georgia and the current analysis of 
how margins have shifted in 2020 as President Trump struggles to 
hold on to his margins in Northern Georgia. 
 

17 Nov. 2020 

Aledo, Texas 
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Declaration of  

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, , make the following declaration regarding my 
observations of the full hand count audit conducted by Fulton County for the November 3rd 2020 
Presidential race and the associated recount where a Dominion server malfunction forced the recount 
process to stop and be repeated. 

I am a career Information Technology professional with over 40 years of experience in a variety of 
technical disciplines including programming, analysis, development methodologies, internet system 
design, financial transaction processing  and multi-factor online systems security. 
 
In 2006, I co-founded Voters Organized for Trusted Election Results in Georgia (VoterGA), a nonpartisan, 
non-profit, all-volunteer, dues free organization that has been a leader in the Georgia election integrity 
movement for 16 years. During that time, I performed extensive research, made many presentations 
around the state and produced several studies such as the one entitled: "Unresolved Security Risks in 
Ballot Marking Devices" which I presented at the National Voting Rights Task Force in 2019.  
 
 I reside at  

My declaration highlights that the conduct of the full hand count audit and recount I observed clearly 
warrant an immediate court order to inspect absentee ballots and to preserve certain Dominion system 
components for forensic review to ensure the integrity of the election. 

 

Declarations: 

1. After the November 3, 2020 election, I monitored the hand count audit and re-count conducted 
by Fulton County, for the Presidential race in November at the World Congress Center; 

2. On November 14, 2020, I participated as a monitor in the full hand count audit conducted by 
Fulton County. During the first day of that audit, four hand count auditors who counted ballots 
confided to me and other monitors how they noticed potentially fraudulent absentee ballots. 
These were not marked with a writing instrument, not creased from mailing and not on normal 
ballot stock. All four of the hand count auditors are highly experienced poll workers and have 
submitted notarized affidavits of their findings to attorneys. 

3. On November 29, 2020, Fulton County experienced a Dominion server malfunction during the 
recount. The malfunction caused the county election staff to be unable to upload previously 
scanned ballot images to a central Dominion county server for tabulation AND further caused 
the county election staff to be unable to upload previously scanned ballot images to a new 
replacement server that was brought on site but not set up with a matching Election ID and 
election files.  

4. The malfunction was so severe that Fulton County election officials had to call for a Dominion 
software technician to be flown in from Colorado in an attempt to correct the problems; 
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5. The malfunction was ALSO so severe that Fulton County election officials decided to begin 
scanning all ballot images a second time in case the technician would be unable to resolve the 
problem once on site; 

6. The onsite Dominion technician established new election files on the same Dell All-in-One 
computers that contained the ballot images previously scanned and the staff began scanning 
the ballot images again to the same Dell- All-In-One computers that still contained the 
previously ballot images;  

7. This highly unusual deviation of standard recount processing for the 2020 Georgia Presidential 
election is NOT necessarily nefarious BUT it opens a door for new security risks and potential 
errors in terms of duplication of ballot scanning, technical ballot images transfers and eventual 
tabulation of already questionable election results, 

8. In addition, VoterGA has independently confirmed that the Dominion voting system flipped 
votes from President Trump to former Vice President Biden in at least one Georgia County. In 
Ware County the electronic vote totals shorted President Trump by 37 votes and allocated those 
votes to former Vice President Biden as proven by their hand count audit. This irregularity was 
discovered thanks to the extra due diligence Ware County election officials performed in 
producing their own system of record source totals for the hand count audit to double check 
totals contained in the Secretary’s ARLO system ; 

9. In summary, four highly experienced hand count auditors detected potentially fraudulent ballots 
during the Fulton County hand count audit, there is a known instance of the Dominion voting 
system flipping votes in the Ware County Presidential election results, the reported malfunction 
of the Fulton County server has introduced new potential for security risks and errors; 

10.  The closeness of the Presidential election, the impact of Fulton County results on Georgia 
election results and the impact of Georgia election results on the national Presidential election 
demands a court to act to protect the integrity of the 2020 Presidential election in Georgia 
counties,  

11. In light of the evidence above, I believe it is imperative for a court to order an immediate 
inspection of Fulton County absentee ballots, preservation of the Ware County Dominion voting 
system equipment as well as preservation of the malfunctioning Fulton County server, scanned 
ballot images, associated memory devices containing those images and the new server onto 
which the scanned ballot images will be transmitted.  

12. These specific actions if taken by a Georgia court are essential to ensure that all Georgians can 
be confident that Fulton County and Georgia election results are accurate. 

13. I am prepared to sign a sworn affidavit for the above statements to ensure any court of their 
veracity; 

Date: December 1, 2020 
Location: Roswell, GA 
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The Secretary of State is responsible by law for election 
results and conducting and overseeing elections across 
the state of Georgia. 
The Secretary of State's website recites that it will produce 
the ballots for review specifically referring to the Dominion 
machines. 
The Secretary of State for Georgia is the proper party 
responsible for all elections state-wide. 
The Secretary of State wrongly issued directions to all 
counties not to cooperate with 
Jacobson v. Florida Secretary of State, 974 F.3d. 1236 
(11th Cir. 2020) is inapposite.  That case was about the 
way candidates were printed out on the ballots but had no 
power to enforce the layout of the candidates on the 
ballot.   
Georgia law places the Secretary of State in the position 
of responsibility for the conduct, oversight and 
enforcement of the proper conduct of statewide 
elections.  Only the Georgia Secretary of State can 
purchase and control the voting machines required to be 
used throughout the State and in each county.  O.C.G.A. 
21-2-70 (5) (excepting voting machines from county 
duties). 
Plaintiffs do not have to sue more than 600 defendants for 
Georgia's 159 counties to stop the destruction of evidence 
on machines purchased by the Secretary of State.  The 
Georgia Secretary of State's own website makes that 
clear. https://sos.ga.gov/securevoting/.   
The Georgia Secretary of State is responsible for the 
conduct alleged in Plaintiff's suit as a matter of law. "They 
are also accountable for investigating election fraud and 
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merits; (2) that the Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable injury unless the injunction issues; (3) that 
the threatened injury to the movant outweighs whatever damages the proposed injunction may 
cause the opposing party; and (4) the injunction would not be adverse to the public interest. Duke 
v. Cleland, 954 F.2d 1526, 1529 (11th Cir. 1992). The Court “should pay particular regard for 
the public consequences in employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction.” Winter, 555 U.S. 
at 24. 
  
The State Defendants will show in their responsive pleadings that Plaintiffs will not succeed on 
the merits and are not entitled to any relief, and State Defendants have a right to be heard on 
these issues before the Court rules on Plaintiffs’ motion. 
  
State Defendants respond to Plaintiffs’ counsel’s numbered requests as follows: 
  

1. Ballot images 
  
Counties are the custodians of all ballot images, paper ballots, and other voting documents—not 
the Secretary of State. County election superintendents are required by law to maintain ballots 
and other voting-related documents under seal. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-500(a). Plaintiffs did not name 
any county election superintendents as defendants in this case. The Eleventh Circuit has made 
clear that federal courts do not have the authority to exercise jurisdiction to order relief against 
county officials who have not been named as parties, especially where those county election 
officials have already completed their statutory obligations regarding the 2020 general 
election. Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1253. 
  

2. Impoundment of voting equipment 
  

The State Defendants have a “strong interest in their ability to enforce state election law 
requirements.” Hunter v. Hamilton Cty. Bd. of Elections, 635 F.3d 219, 244 (6th Cir. 2011). For 
this reason, the Supreme Court “has repeatedly emphasized that lower federal courts should 
ordinarily not alter the election rules on the eve of an election.” Republican Nat’l Comm. v. 
Democratic Nat’l Comm., 140 S.Ct. 1205, 1207 (April 6, 2020) (per curiam) (citing Purcell v. 
Gonzalez, 549 U. S. 1 (2006)). 

  
The Supreme Court and Eleventh Circuit have not been shy about staying lower court 

injunctions that altered election rules once the 2020 general election cycle commenced.See, 
e.g., Andino v. Middleton, No. 20A55, 592 U.S. __, 2020 WL 5887393, at *1 (Oct. 5, 2020) 
(Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“By enjoining South Carolina’s witness requirement shortly before 
the election, the District Court defied [the Purcell] principle and this Court’s precedents.” 
(citations omitted)); Merrill v. People First of Ala., No. 19A1063, 591 U.S. __, 2020 WL 
3604049, at *1 (July 2, 2020); New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, No. 20-13360, 2020 U.S. App. 
LEXIS 31405, at *11-12 (11th Cir. Oct. 2, 2020) (“[W]e are not on the eve of the election—we 
are in the middle of it, with absentee ballots already printed and mailed. An injunction here 
would thus violate Purcell’s well-known caution against federal courts mandating new election 
rules—especially at the last minute.”).  
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Here, Plaintiffs seek relief that, if granted, would affect not only the currently underway 
recount of the November 3, 2020, general election but would also have catastrophic impact on 
election officials ability to conduct both the December 1, 2020, non-federal run-off elections 
around Georgia as well as the January 5, 2020, special election for two seats in the United States 
Senate as well as a seat on the Public Service Commission. 

  
Additionally, Plaintiffs have the same redressability issues that infect the vast majority of 

their complaint.  The voting equipment that they seek to impound is in the possession 
of county election officials, and the 11th Circuit has made clear in Jacobson that the State 
Defendants cannot stand in as a proxy for local election officials against whom the relief should 
be sought.  974 F.3d at 1256-58. 
  

3. Allow imaging and inspection of voting equipment in 10 named counties 
  
The same Purcell arguments about interfering with an ongoing election process identified 

in (2) above apply with equal force here.  In addition, Plaintiffs have the same fatal defect as 
to standing and redressability in light of Jacobson that their requested relief in (1) and (2) has. 

  
4. Request additional imaging and inspection of voting equipment beyond the 10 named 
counties 

  
As noted in (3) above, Plaintiffs’ request in 4 The same Purcell arguments about 

interfering with an ongoing election process identified in (2) above apply with equal force 
here.  In addition, Plaintiffs have the same fatal defect as to standing and redressability in light 
of Jacobson that their requested relief in (1), (2), and (3) has. 
  
Plaintiffs’ counsel also incorporates a drive-by ad hominem attack against Dominion in 

their request for relief, unsupported by any evidence before the Court.  The State Defendants 
point out that Dominion is not a party to this litigation.  The State Defendants reserve the right 
to address further the unsupported arguments made by Plaintiffs once the State has the 
opportunity to fully respond to the unsupported allegations made by Plaintiffs. 

  
5. Produce video recordings of voting locations in the 10 named counties 

  
First, discovery has not commenced, and there is no obligation on the part of the State 

Defendants to produce anything at this juncture, especially when, as Plaintiffs’ counsel 
acknowledges, all of his service on the State Defendants is either partial or inchoate at this 
juncture.  However, setting that aside, this request by Plaintiffs suffers the same fatal defect as to 
standing and redressability that the requests in (1), (2), (3), and (4) have.  Plaintiffs seek 
recordings which, while they may be in the possession of county officials, are not in the 
possession of the State Defendants.  Accordingly, no relief can be ordered against 
the State Defendants when the relief can only be effectuated by county officials. 
  

6. Produce an executed version of the contract between the State and 
“Dominion/Smartmatic” 
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                We strongly disagree with the State Attorney’s request for an adjournment of 
the pending emergency motion until December 4, 2020.  
  
                Defendants’ response cements what has been purely a stall tactic since 
Plaintiffs’ counsel notified them of the complaint on November 26, 2020.  Despite 
multiple efforts of outreach by Plaintiffs’ local counsel Harry MacDougald, Defendants 
did not respond until this email to answer correspondence from this Court.  Now 
Defendants ask this Court to license by delay the very destruction of evidence Plaintiffs’ 
emergency motion seeks to prevent.  They intend to wipe the machines of all data on 
Monday November 30, 2020, in connection with a machine recount, using the same 
defective system that has cast a pall of doubt over election results in 29 states and the 
entire nation. We have filed and attach hereto a redacted declaration from a Union 
County poll worker attesting to these facts. 
  
                The Plaintiffs are Republican Electors for the President, a county GOP 
chairman, and the assistant secretary of the Georgia GOP.  
  
                Fraud has infected this election on an unprecedented level as evidence of its 
magnitude increases by the day. By federal statute, the electors must be seated and 
allowed to vote no later than December 14, 2020.   
  
                Plaintiffs must be able to present their case and provide sufficient time for the 
court to rule and for any appellate process to conclude before that date.  Plaintiffs have 
moved and will continue to move expeditiously.   
  
                Moreover, Defendants are required by 52 U.S.C. §20701 and O.C.G.A. §  21-
2-500 and Secretary of State Rule 183-1-12-.13-to maintain all voting records—
including the ballot “image” created by the Dominion system which becomes the actual 
“vote” read by the Dominion scanner/tabulator and the “AuditMark” images that show 
how the tabulators interpreted and passed the vote on to next stage of the Election 
Management System (EMS) before the state ARLO system produces the official 
tabulation results.  The “adjudication” process is rife with opportunity for election fraud. 
  
                The Georgia Secretary of State and his Deputy are aware of this problem. 
Indeed, Dominion was rushed into Georgia by virtue of a rare no-bid contract for the 
$100 million system in 2019.[1]  Updates that rendered the system uncertified were 
conducted by Dominion on October 31, 2020—just three days before the election—and 
after thirteen days of early voting.  
  
                Another equally impermissible and uncertified “update” was performed on the 
systems in Morgan and Spalding counties the night before the election.  Accordingly, 
Dominion machines could not have been lawfully used in Georgia for the election even 
under Georgia law—much less under federal law. 
  
                The Secretary of State advertises on its website: 
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“Dominion will be working with the Secretary of State’s office to address 
perceived concerns regarding use of marked ballots that feature 
barcodes.  For example, the state can make scanned images of all ballots cast 
in statewide elections available, allowing anyone to do a ballot count to check 
the accuracy of the results.”  

  
                Defendants have the vast resources of the State of Georgia with which to 
defend this case.  The claim that counsel is occupied with briefing in an entirely 
unrelated case brought by a private party, does not withstand scrutiny.  The massive 
fraud and ballot-stuffing claims which predominate this case and necessitate access to 
and inspection of the machines are not raised in Mr. Wood’s case on appeal in the 
11th Circuit.  The claims here are significant and distinct.  
  
                The State’s claims about service of process are also unavailing.  We have 
offered numerous ways of delivering the pleadings electronically.  And, they are all 
available on the court’s ECF system.  Now that Defendants have finally responded to 
correspondence from this Court, the Secretary of State should be required to: 
  

1. Immediately produce to Plaintiffs on Monday November 30, 2020, all 
“scanned images of ballots cast in the statewide election” thereby “allowing 
anyone to do a ballot count to check the accuracy of results” as stated on its 
website. 

  
2. Impound all machines used in the creation, assessment, tabulation, 

submission, and reporting of election results statewide to prevent any additional 
destruction of evidence for a period of seven days or until further order of this Court. 
While Plaintiffs understand the public interest in proceeding with a recount, there is 
much greater public interest in ensuring the integrity of the process to Georgia, to the 
nation, and to the world which is watching how the United States of America addresses 
these troubling allegations and evidence of fraud. 
  

3. Allow Plaintiffs to proceed immediately on Monday November 30 to have 
their experts mirror-image all parts of the Dominion voting process in ten 
counties over five days to collect a random sample for analysis. 

  
The counties should include:  Fulton, Gwinnett, Cobb, DeKalb, Henry, 
Cherokee, Forsyth, Hart, Paulding, and Hancock. 
  
This imaging and the related examinations need to be conducted by Plaintiffs’ 
experts on the equipment for Dominion at all stages of the process, including 
the “poll pad,” the “Image Cast ballot marking device,” the “scanner tabulator 
(ICP) which reads the QR code generated on the image which becomes the 
ballot, the Central County tabulator (ICC) to include any machines utilized for 
adjudication, as well as the Election Management System (EMS) equipment, 
storage devices and the state’s ARLO official tabulation results. This includes 
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the “English Street Warehouse” located at 1365 English St. NW, Atlanta, GA 
30318 for Fulton County and especially its “lunchroom.” 

  
4. Plaintiffs propose to report at least their initial results to the Court by 
Monday, December 7, 2020, for the Court and parties to evaluate whether 
additional examinations of machines are warranted.  At this stage, it is 
possible that Dominion has already destroyed the evidence of its fraud, as 
its own handbook concedes facts establishing that its audit trail amounts to 
nothing reliable at all.  More races are affected by the fraudulent system that 
merely the presidential race. 

  
5. Moreover, Defendants should be required to produce on Monday, November 
30, 2020, the video evidence for all voting locations at all voting sites and 
ballot boxes for 48 hours surrounding the election in the counties designated 
above, and especially for the State Farm Arena in Fulton County, Georgia, 
where the election officials lied about the water leak and witnesses saw 
three women working on the computers for the voting machines in the wee 
morning hours after ordering all others to leave the facility.  

  
6. Defendants should also be required immediately to produce the executed 
version of the contract between Georgia and Dominion/Smartmatic. 

  
                Accordingly, we urge the Court to consider and grant Plaintiffs’ Emergency 
motion—at least to the extent outlined herein.  Properly counting the legal vote of 
American citizens is sacred to maintaining this Republic.  The overwhelming public 
interest demands nothing less than the full transparency provided by the relief 
requested in Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO and herein. Time is of the essence. 
                
                Respectfully submitted, 
------ 

ach, LLP 

  
  

From: Russell Willard <rwillard@law.ga.gov> 
Date: Saturday, November 28, 2020 at 9:22 PM 
To: 'Katie Klimko' <Katie Klimko@gand.uscourts.gov> 
Cc: Sidney Powell <sidney@federalappeals.com>, Howard Kleinhendler 
<howard@kleinhendler.com>, Charlene McGowan 
<CMcGowan@LAW.GA.GOV>, "lwood@linwoodlaw.com" 
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Harry MacDougald 
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<hmacdougald@cpdlawyers.com> 
Subject: RE: 20-cv-04809-TCB Pearson et al v. Kemp et al 
  
Dear Ms. Klimko, 
  
In response to your inquiry, no, the State has not begun preparation of a brief 
in opposition to the Plaintiffs’ motion.  While Ms. McGowan and myself are in 
receipt of certain of Plaintiffs’ filings that have been made in this case, the 
initial filings, including the complaint, were made after hours on the 
Wednesday before Thanksgiving, and there were apparently some filings 
made slightly before midnight on Friday, which was also a state holiday.  We 
have not heard directly from nor been able to speak with any of our clients 
about that correspondence, which included copies of only select filings along 
with a link to a shared file drive, which many IT systems will not permit 
download from due to security parameters in place.  As Plaintiffs’ counsel 
acknowledges in his email, our clients have not been served nor has counsel 
sent waiver of service packets to any of the defendants.  As Plaintiffs’ counsel 
further acknowledges, a portion of his pleadings were sent by express 
package delivery after hours last night (with no representation as to whether 
those were placed in a drop box with Saturday pickup or Monday pickup nor 
as to what type of package delivery was selected) with a promise to drop off 
the remaining documents, including the complaint and all of the exhibits relied 
upon, at an express package delivery sometime today.  Neither of those 
representations about inchoate delivery provides meaningful notice to our 
clients. 
  
We are currently reviewing the filings that we have been able to retrieve, which 
encompass hundreds of pages and over thirty exhibits including over twenty 
witness declarations. The State intends to file a brief in opposition to Plaintiffs’ 
motion as soon as possible, and we will be consulting with state elections 
officials on what declarations may be necessary to refute plaintiffs’ allegations. 
However, those elections officials are preoccupied with the on-going statewide 
recount, and we expect that it will be several business days before we will be 
in a position to file a complete response. 
  
Furthermore, several of the claims raised in Plaintiffs’ action are currently 
before the Eleventh Circuit on an expedited appeal in the related case of L. Lin 
Wood v. Raffensperger, Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-04651-SDG (Appeal No. 20-
14418). Mr. Wood functions as the sole plaintiff in that litigation, but he makes 
many of the same or substantially related claims as counsel for the plaintiffs in 
the instant action.  We expect that case, which is under appeal after Mr. 
Wood’s request for emergency relief was denied by Judge Grimberg, will 
resolve many of the issues before the Court in this action. Pursuant to two 
orders entered by the 11th Circuit on Wednesday, Ms. McGowan and I have 
been working through the holiday already (and continue to do so) preparing 
two separate briefs that the 11th Circuit has ordered be filed in the expedited 
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appeal on Tuesday, December 1. We are hopeful that the Eleventh Circuit will 
rule expeditiously during the coming week.  
  
Accordingly, the State respectfully requests that the Court refrain from 
scheduling a hearing on Plaintiffs’ motion prior to December 4, 2020, which 
should allow the State, after filing the Wood briefs, to respond meaningfully to 
the Plaintiffs’ motion.  Although Plaintiffs have styled their motion as an 
“emergency,” Plaintiffs waited until the commencement of the Thanksgiving 
holiday, and 5 days after the Secretary of State and Governor certified the 
slate of presidential electors on November 20th, to bring their claims. Plaintiffs 
are making the unprecedented request that the Court “de-certify” and set aside 
the results of the presidential election. It would be highly prejudicial to the 
State Defendants and to the voters of Georgia to schedule a hearing before 
the State Defendants have been afforded at least a reasonable period of time 
to respond to Plaintiffs’ belated allegations. 
  
We would be happy to participate in a scheduling conference with the Court to 
discuss this matter further at the Court’s convenience. 
  
Respectfully, 
  
Russell D. Willard 
Senior Assistant Attorney General 
  
  

 
  

  
 

Russell D. Willard  
Senior Assistant Attorney General: Section Chief 
Office of the Attorney General Chris Carr 
Government Services & Employment 
Tel: (404) 458-3316 
rwillard@law.ga.gov 
Georgia Department of Law 
40 Capitol Square SW 
Atlanta, Georgia, 30334 

  
From: Katie Klimko <Katie Klimko@gand.uscourts.gov>  
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:11 PM 
To: Harry MacDougald <hmacdougald@cpdlawyers.com> 
Cc: Sidney Powell <sidney@federalappeals.com>; Howard Kleinhendler 
<howard@kleinhendler.com>; Charlene McGowan 
<CMcGowan@LAW.GA.GOV>; Russell D. Willard 
<rwillard@law.ga.gov>; lwood@linwoodlaw.com 
Subject: RE: 20-cv-04809-TCB Pearson et al v. Kemp et al 
  
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
  
Thank you, Mr. MacDougald!  
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A FedEx to the Defendants of hard copies of yesterday’s filings was dropped 
into a FedEx box very late last night. 
  
A FedEx to the Defendants of hard copies of the Complaint and the Exhibits, 
which are voluminous, is being assembled now and will be turned over to 
FedEx this afternoon. 
  
I have not heard back from any counsel for any Defendant. 
  
Please note that I have also copied Sidney Powell and Howard Kleinhendler 
on this email, for whom I am serving as local counsel. 
  
With the Court’s permission, if there are any telephone conferences over the 
weekend, Ms. Powell and Mr. Kleinhendler would also like to participate. 
  
If there are any other questions, please do not hesitate to call on me. 
  
With best regards, 
  
------ 
Harry W. MacDougald 
Caldwell, Propst & DeLoach, LLP 
Two Ravinia Drive 
Suite 1600 
Atlanta, GA 30346 
404–843–1956 
Direct 404-843-4109 
  
  

From: Katie Klimko <Katie Klimko@gand.uscourts.gov> 
Date: Saturday, November 28, 2020 at 1:26 PM 
To: Harry MacDougald <hmacdougald@cpdlawyers.com>, 
"lwood@linwoodlaw.com" <lwood@linwoodlaw.com> 
Subject: 20-cv-04809-TCB Pearson et al v. Kemp et al 
  
Hi counsel, 
  
Judge Batten is aware of the pending TRO motion. We wanted to touch 
base on where things are with service, etc. Have Defendants been 
served and if not, do you know when you anticipate service? Also, do 
you know who will be representing Defendants? 
  
Thanks so much, 
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United States District Court
Northern District Of Georgia

Atlanta Division

Coreco Jaqan Pearson,    )
et al., )

)
    Plaintiff, )

)  Civil Action
vs. )  File No. 1:20-CV-4809-TCB

)
)  Atlanta, Georgia

Brian Kemp, et al., )  Sunday November 29, 2020
)  7:45 p.m.

    Defendant. )  
_________________________)  

Transcript of Motions Hearing
Before The Honorable Timothy C. Batten, Sr.

United States District Judge

APPEARANCES:

FOR THE PLAINTIFFS:  Sidney Powell
 L. Lin Wood, Jr.
 Howard Kleinhendler
 Harry MacDougald
 Christine Dial Buckler
 Attorneys at Law

FOR THE DEFENDANTS:  Russell David Willard
 Charlene Swartz McGowan
 Attorneys at Law

Lori Burgess, Official Court Reporter
(404) 215-1528

Proceedings recorded by mechanical stenography, transcript 
produced by CAT.
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THE COURT:  Hi.  I'm Judge Batten.  

THE CLERK:  I think we have everybody here.  Harry 

MacDougald.  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  I want to announce that my 

associate Christine Buckler is in the office with me but off 

camera.  

THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. MacDougald.  

THE CLERK:  Howard Kleinhendler.  

THE COURT:  Howard.  Who are you with?  

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  I am with the Plaintiffs.  

THE COURT:  Keep going.  

THE CLERK:  Sidney Powell.  

THE COURT:  I don't see Ms. Powell.

MS. POWELL:  I am also here with Lin Wood for the 

Plaintiffs.  

THE COURT:  I don't see either of y'all.  

THE CLERK:  If you will turn on your video, please, 

Ms. Powell.

MS. POWELL:  I am not sure it is working properly, 

but I have given it my best shot.  

THE COURT:  Who else do we have on the call besides 

Ms. Powell and Mr. Wood?  

THE CLERK:  Charlene McGowan.  

THE COURT:  Is she on the video?  

THE CLERK:  Everyone's video is on except Ms. Powell 
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and Rus Willard.  

THE COURT:  I can't see everybody.  I suppose that 

is okay as long as I can hear everybody.  So I think we are 

ready to proceed.  Are the Plaintiffs ready to proceed and are 

the Defendants ready to proceed?  One at a time.  Plaintiffs?

MS. POWELL:  Yes.  

THE COURT:  And the Defendants?

MR. WILLARD:  Yes, Your Honor.  

THE COURT:  You know, I am not really sure exactly 

what it is the Plaintiffs are trying to obtain in the case 

right now regarding these machines.  There has been a mention 

of wiping of a machine at the World Congress Center, and also 

been a discussion about reference to the fact that Union 

County is going to wipe their machines.  You know, I 

understand that these county officials are obligated by state 

law to preserve the data from the election on November 3.  

What is it exactly that the Plaintiffs want me to order the 

Secretary of State and/or the other Defendants to do?  I am 

not -- excuse me, I am sorry -- I am not talking about 

ultimately under the complaint that has been filed, I am 

talking about this emergency temporary relief right now.  I 

know you want me to throw out the election results and et 

cetera, but I just mean on the short-term basis, what is it 

exactly that the Plaintiffs would like?  Ms. Powell?  

MS. POWELL:  Right now what you ordered in your 
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first order of the day would be perfect.  We need access to 

the machines as soon as possible so we can do mirror images of 

the data that is on there and the operations that are on 

there, because it's well-established throughout Dominion 

software systems and anybody who knows anything about them 

that they can be easily altered.  And we understand, from what 

is going on at the Center today, that process has already 

begun.  Apparently from 11:00 to 1:30 they began substituting 

software in the machines that was completely unnecessary to 

count the ballots.  

THE COURT:  Let me stop you right there and ask 

Mr. Willard, first of all, I understand the State's 

argument that -- the Defendants' argument that the Plaintiffs 

lack standing.  I also understand that they cite Jacobson for 

the proposition that they aren't the right people to be sued 

to provide this relief and that instead it should have been 

the county elections officers.  I understand all of that.  But 

I am wondering, and I am just trying to get factual 

information here, what is it about access to the voting 

machines that the Defendants have a problem with?  Why can't 

the Plaintiffs' experts go ahead and do a forensic 

examination?  Are they going to damage anything or in any 

other way interfere with the performance of the government 

officials' duties?

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, I appreciate the 
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opportunity to respond.  I apologize about the video.  With 

the weather out there, we've had it bad with issues all 

weekend in my subdivision.  I will say that we've got a 

concern because what your original proposed order and what the 

Plaintiffs are seeking is going to basically take certain 

voting equipment out of the equation for the election 

scheduled to take place this Tuesday, as well as the election 

scheduled to take place on January 5th, because Plaintiffs are 

wanting us to hold and basically mothball and preserve these 

machines at the county level - not in our possession, not in 

our custody and control - at the county level.  They want to 

preserve those in the form that they were in after the 

November 3rd election.  Under state law there is an obligation 

on those county election officials to preserve the data.  But 

the State of Georgia has set up a system where the actual 

equipment is used at each successive election in the cycle.  

And there is a certain amount of recalibration in terms of 

getting them ready.  For the individual machines, they are not 

going to have the November 3rd, 2020 ballot card being 

inserted in them.  They are not going to have that database 

built in any longer.  You're going to have a December 1st, 

2020 database in the machines and in the tabulation computers.  

You're going to have a January 5th, 2020 database tabulating 

the results of the federal and state-wide run-off on January 

5th.  They have cited to Curling.  Curling is inapposite 
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because it was decided before the 11th Circuit's 

redressability decision in Jacobson.  In addition, they are 

wanting you to poke the procedure.  You've got election 

officials who, as of Tuesday morning, have to turn on the 

lights, conduct in-person voting, Tuesday night of this week 

have to tabulate results on the very equipment that the 

Plaintiffs are wanting you to take out of circulation.  And 

that gets -- now it is so broad, based on what Ms. Powell has 

asked in some of her more recent emails, you've now implicated 

the Purcell line of cases and the progeny as interpreted by 

this circuit that says Plaintiffs don't get to come in and 

poke at an election procedure that is currently underway.  

THE COURT:  Let me interrupt you, Mr. Willard.  

First of all, refresh my recollection.  The election in two 

days, which is December 1, is that the run-off for the Public 

Service Commissioner?  Or is that on January 5, 2021?

MR. WILLARD:  The Public Service Commission race has 

been moved to January 5th, 2021.  

THE COURT:  What is December 1? 

MR. WILLARD:  Basically any local race that is still 

out there that -- 

THE COURT:  Okay.  

MR. WILLARD:  For example, the Athens Clarke County, 

Oconee County and, I forget, I think it's the Northeastern 

Judicial Circuit, that District Attorney's race is on the 
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ballot for this Tuesday.  

THE COURT:  I remember that.  

MR. WILLARD:  Clarke County and Oconee are going to 

be voting in that.  

THE COURT:  Right.  

MR. WILLARD:  I am not aware here on Sunday evening 

at 7:59 what other counties may have races on Tuesday and what 

may not.  We've been sort of struggling ever since the 

Plaintiffs filed their emergency motion right before midnight 

on Friday that we saw sometime around lunchtime on Saturday.  

We've sort of been scrambling.  I don't think all of my 

clients have still seen everything, as Plaintiffs acknowledge.  

There has been a complete absence of notice requisite to grant 

any relief as to the temporary hearing at this point, because 

I haven't been able to communicate with all of my clients to 

see if all of my clients have even been properly served with 

the emergency motion.  

Plaintiffs have been sort of trying to do this by 

the seat of their pants, and they keep asking for this sort of 

ever-shifting claim of relief that they are saying isn't going 

to matter all that much in the grand scheme of things, but in 

terms of a currently underway election, it is going to be 

throwing sugar in that gas tank and gumming up the works for 

not only the December 1st election, but also the January 5th 

election, as well as the recount that is underway.  
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THE COURT:  Well, I am having the impression, from 

what you've just said, Mr. Willard, that there really is not 

expected to be much turnout for Tuesday's elections, whatever 

remains statewide.  Obviously we are going to have an enormous 

turnout January 5th, 2021.  I just -- you know, I don't fault 

the Defendants for complaining about the timing, and the fact 

that they've been given precious little time to respond to the 

Plaintiffs' requests.  I don't blame them.  And my draft 

proposed orders, the two that we are discussing from today, 

both reflect a hearing schedule that reflects my understanding 

of the State's position.  In other words, I feel like, you 

know, you've complained, understandably, about the timing and 

said you need a little more time, and I feel like I am giving 

you that by having the hearing on Friday, giving you till 

Wednesday to file the brief in opposition.  Believe me, I am 

not saying that you are getting an abundance of time, but to 

me, I divided that baby as fair as I thought I could, and I 

feel like I am giving you enough time.  My point is, if I am 

going to give you that time, I don't understand why it is 

asking too much.  And forget for just a moment the argument 

about it's not under the Secretary of State's control.  I 

understand that argument.  I am going to deal with that in a 

minute.  Laying that aside for a second, the question is, why 

isn't there enough already -- let me put it like this.  What 

you are asking for, why should you not correspondingly agree 
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to allow a quick inspection of these machines?  And I guess -- 

you know, I don't know how many counties the Plaintiffs are 

talking about.  I think that Jacobson may be on point.  I am 

not sure yet.  I don't know.  It seems to me hard to believe 

that the Plaintiffs should have to sue 159 elections 

commissioners to get the relief they want.  I understand 

exactly what Jacobson said, but that was a different case.  

What I am trying to accomplish here is, taking into both 

sides' consideration, their arguments, their respective 

positions, but incorporating into them also the law.  The 

Plaintiffs want to seize these and impound these machines for 

a forensic audit by their experts.  

Let me go back to Ms. Powell and ask you, 

Ms. Powell, which machines are we talking about?  Are you 

talking about in every county in Georgia?  Where exactly are 

you talking about?

MS. POWELL:  No, Your Honor.  In our motion we asked 

specifically for machines in ten counties.  

THE COURT:  Those ten counties that you've 

highlighted.  Okay. 

MS. POWELL:  Yes, sir.  

THE COURT:  And what do you want to do with those 

machines?  How long is it going to take your experts to do 

their thing on those machines?

MS. POWELL:  It will take approximately a day of 
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time per county, but we can dispatch three separate teams and 

be able to do the bulk of it I would think within three days.  

THE COURT:  Okay.  What do you say in response to 

Mr. Willard's argument -- I wasn't -- let me go back to 

Mr. Willard and just make sure I am clear on this.  

Mr. Willard, specifically with respect to the Clarke County 

and Oconee County DA's I guess it is a run-off.  I don't 

remember if it's a run-off or a special election.  But for the 

record, which is it, Mr. Willard?

MR. WILLARD:  It is a special election run-off.  

THE COURT:  Yeah.

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, if I can clarify for the 

record, that is just one example of a race that is scheduled 

to be run on Tuesday.  There are a myriad other races that we 

anticipate are being held throughout Georgia, we just haven't 

had the opportunity to compile an exhaustive list.  

THE COURT:  I understand.

MR. WILLARD:  But we are letting you know that there 

is a race scheduled for Tuesday.  

THE COURT:  Right.  I understand.  I guess what I am 

wondering is -- well, I guess -- let me think this through.  

It seems to me that the question should be, and we might -- I 

might give y'all a little bit of time to find this out.  Other 

than the -- are there any elections set in these ten counties 

that are going to take place this Tuesday, December 1?  And if 
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so, are the Plaintiffs going to, to get the relief they want, 

are they going to have to access these machines and not have a 

-- which would prevent these ten counties from having the 

machines to use for those Tuesday elections?

MR. WILLARD:  I'm sorry, Your Honor, is that 

addressed to me or Ms. Powell?  

THE COURT:  I am kind of thinking out loud and 

addressing both of you.  Basically we have narrowed it from 

159 down to 10 counties.  And the Defendants right now can't 

tell me, and I don't fault them for that at all, what 

elections are taking place, if any, in those ten counties this 

coming Tuesday in two days.  So how am I supposed to -- and so 

that is one issue, is this may be moot if it turns out that 

there is not even an election taking place in those ten 

counties on Tuesday, I don't see what the problem would be of 

me entering a temporary restraining order allowing the 

Plaintiffs to have quick access to those machines for a 

forensic examination.  On the other hand, if there is going to 

be an election in any of those ten counties, that raises the 

question of can they still have the election without those 

machines.  Do you have to look at every single machine?  I 

mean, I don't understand how it works.  

So I guess I would ask Ms. Powell, let's suppose 

that in two or three of the ten counties that you are 

interested in, there are in fact going to be run-off elections 
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on Tuesday, December 1.  How can your objective be met, your 

objective being a forensic examination of those machines in 

those counties if there is going to be an election there on 

Tuesday?

MS. POWELL:  We can get experts to them tomorrow, 

Your Honor.  We've got at least three teams of experts that 

could be dispatched to three separate counties to collect the 

information from the machines.  The important part is, it's 

not just the data that comes out of the machines that is 

crucial to the fraud case that is so rampant across the 

country, it is the fact that an algorithm we believe was 

uploaded to the Dominion machines that weighted the votes for 

Mr. Biden over the votes for President Trump at approximately 

1.22 versus .78, and that is what would change with any 

alteration of the software that is crucial to making the proof 

of the fraud absolutely conclusive and irrefutable.  We know 

they have already gone into the machines in Fulton County to 

change the software with no basis to do so whatsoever.  In 

fact, there is an attorney that contacted me just earlier 

today, in fact while I was replying to the last message from 

the Court.  I believe her last name is Broyles, a Ms. Broyles, 

who had been contacted by a witness who was very concerned by 

what she had seen down at the Center today, and felt like it 

was an abject pretense that they were going to be redoing all 

the same ballots and there was no reason to change the 
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software for any reason whatsoever.  

THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Willard, what is your 

response to that?  

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, I apologize.  I am used to 

dealing with facts and law, not innuendo and accusation.  The 

bottom line here, the Plaintiffs have sent you a copy of the 

Curling order which, as I mentioned earlier, is inapposite 

because it predates Jacobson.  But in that case, where the 

security and reliability of the DRE machines, which have now 

been retired, even Judge Totenberg recognized that you cannot 

willy-nilly allow individuals from outside of state and county 

custody and control procedures to have access to these 

machines.  It poses a security risk for Ms. Powell's minions 

to go in and image everything, download the software, and 

figure out for future elections a way to hack in so that their 

preferred candidates can win.  That is in effect what they are 

seeking here.  They want to image, as they just said, not only 

the data on the machines, but also the entire software package 

and the security protocols that are set up.  That is something 

that no Federal Court can possibly countenance.  Even if they 

had the appropriate defendants here, which they don't, you 

cannot allow, during the midst of an election cycle, a third 

party to come in and get the proverbial keys to the software 

kingdom.  I will say that we are trying to get up to speed on 

this as much as possible.  Our office is not representing the 
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Secretary in the Curling litigation because our office was 

forced to declare a conflict several years ago, but we have 

Conflict Special Attorneys General who have spent months and 

years dealing with the security of the State's electronic 

voting system in Federal Court.  There was a whole procedure 

set up where you had a white room established in Virginia 

where experts were only permitted to go in and inspect a 

single machine at that white room after security protocols 

were set in place where they couldn't remove anything from 

there, where they weren't able to take anything that could 

later compromise the system with them when they left.  

MS. POWELL:  Well it's a little bit late to be 

worrying about the compromise of the system.  That happened, 

as we have evidence that both Iran and China were hacking into 

the system during our election, not to mention any number of 

other foreign entities and domestic actors as well.  The 

entire system was built to be both hackable from afar and 

locally to overwrite votes, to overwrite review of signature, 

to drag and drop ballots into the trash can as wanted.  It was 

conceived and created by Mr. Chavez's regime for the very 

purpose of ensuring that he won future elections.  As corrupt 

as it could possibly be.  And that's the system that the 

Georgia Secretary of State decided was appropriate to run in 

Georgia, despite any number of revelations of the myriad 

problems it has.  
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THE COURT:  The problem I have -- 

MS. POWELL:  A two-year-old can hack these machines 

as they are now, and we are certainly amenable to having an 

observer and videotaping the process that we use to create the 

mirror images, and to submitting it and holding it under a 

protective order.  

THE COURT:  And am I correct in expecting that the 

Defendants further contend that these are -- there is 

proprietary information on these machines that should not be 

publicly disclosed?

MR. WILLARD:  Yes, Your Honor, as well as from a 

security protocol standpoint.  

THE COURT:  Right.  Okay.  Well, here is the 

problem.  It's Sunday, November 29th at 8:12 p.m.  This motion 

did not come in until late Friday night.  I was not aware of 

the motion until Saturday.  And the State, including the 

Secretary of State, the Governor, and the Elections Board 

members have hardly had any opportunity to respond to these 

allegations.  I don't know if that is anybody's fault.  I 

don't know at this particular point -- I haven't considered 

the issue of whether the suit should have been brought earlier 

and the Plaintiffs are guilty of laches.  I have no opinion on 

that issue at this point.  But what I do have an opinion on is 

that the burden is on the Plaintiffs, and the relief that they 

seek is extraordinary.  And although they make allegations of 
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tremendous worldwide improprieties regarding the Dominion 

voting machines, those allegations are supported by precious 

little proof.  Now let's just suppose hypothetically that the 

obligations are true, and there simply has not been time to 

marshal the evidence in support of those allegations.  The 

problem with that is that that doesn't create an exception for 

me as to whether I should grant this extraordinary relief of a 

temporary restraining order, which of course can only be 

granted in truly extraordinary circumstances, and the 

Defendant -- and it's not even clear to the Court that the 

named Defendants are the proper parties to this lawsuit with 

respect to this particular form of relief that the Plaintiffs 

are seeking.  So I am going to deny the Plaintiffs' request 

for a temporary restraining order on the grounds that the 

Plaintiffs have failed to carry their burden of showing a 

substantial likelihood, a real likelihood of prevailing on the 

merits on this claim, or at least I am going to refrain from 

granting that relief now.  If, in the course of discovery in 

this case, the Plaintiffs become -- the Plaintiffs acquire 

additional proof that would support their allegations that 

might make a difference, I am happy to revisit this order.  

But for now, that is going to be the order of the Court.  I am 

going to deny the request for temporary injunctive relief.  

And here is what we are going to do regarding the 

scheduling.  The Plaintiffs' response to Defendants' motion 
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will be due on Wednesday December 2 by -- I am going to change 

that to 5 o'clock p.m. Eastern Standard Time.  If the 

Plaintiffs choose to file a reply, it will be due 24 hours 

after the Defendants' response is filed.  And we will have an 

in-person hearing in my Atlanta courtroom this coming Friday 

at 10 o'clock a.m. to consider the balance of the claims that 

have been raised by the Plaintiffs in their complaint.  All 

right.  Anything else, Counsel?

MR. WOOD:  Judge Batten, this is Lin Wood.  How are 

you, sir?  

THE COURT:  Yes, sir.  How are you doing, sir?  

MR. WOOD:  I am doing well.  Please let me make one 

request.  

THE COURT:  Okay.

MR. WOOD:  I understand Your Honor's ruling.  I kind 

of live under the theory that he who has nothing to hide hides 

nothing.  Would there be any way -- would there be any way to 

give us a very limited, such for example let us go in 

tomorrow, pick two or three counties, and then randomly two or 

three machines and do the forensics on that?  Because at least 

we would have some information in the event all of these 

machines end up being wiped clean?  Something very -- 

THE COURT:  At first blush, I don't have -- I would 

not have too much of a problem with that.  It certainly is 

more reasonable than what we have talked about.  But the 
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problem is, again, the State has represented to me that -- the 

Defendants have represented to me, through counsel, that there 

are security concerns that they have, and I am being asked to 

decide this on a Sunday night, have been received no evidence 

from the Defendants because they haven't had a chance.  So I 

am going to respectfully deny, Lin, your request.  But you 

know, I am going to leave it with -- it is hard for me to 

believe -- let me ask this.  Let me put it this way.  Doesn't 

sound like 159 counties in Georgia are going to have special 

run-off elections on Tuesday, special election run-offs, I 

should say, on Tuesday.  Why can't you -- if we can find ways 

to protect the State's legitimate interest in security and 

proprietary software, can you not look for the algorithm that 

you claim is there and any other incriminating evidence from 

some of the other counties, from one or more of the counties 

where no election is going to take place Tuesday?  Why can't 

you do that?

MR. WOOD:  Your Honor, this is Mr. Wood again.  We 

can do that.  And in fact, this one solution would be if we 

identify a very limited number of machines, number of 

counties, we can have our experts come in and do a mirror 

image, we can turn it over to the Court so there are no 

security concerns, and then it can be examined at a different 

time.  But the problem is, once the machines are wiped, the 

evidence is gone.  If there is nothing there, there is nothing 
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there.  But at least we will have an opportunity to check on a 

limited basis and we can preserve it and secure the security 

of it by having our experts, with their oversight, mirror 

image and then turn it over to the possession of the Court for 

a later review.  But we don't get that opportunity, once lost 

we will never get it again.  I don't see any harm to the State 

to preserve this information on a very limited basis.  

THE COURT:  Okay, I am having a hard time 

identifying any such harm myself.  Mr. Willard, what would be 

wrong with the Plaintiffs being granted access to three of the 

counties not among -- not in any county where there is going 

to be an election this coming Tuesday, but tomorrow be granted 

access in three of these where all of the evidence that are 

obtained by Plaintiffs' experts will be accompanied by 

forensic experts from the Defendants.  I know you may not be 

able to line that up by tomorrow, so it probably wouldn't be 

tomorrow, but where we can have a forensic expert with the 

Plaintiffs on behalf of the Defendants accompanying and 

overseeing the Plaintiffs' expert's inspection of the 

machines; and then with all of the data and all of the 

information obtained from that inspection, or those three 

inspections, to be turned over to the Court in camera and not 

provided to Plaintiffs or their counsel or anybody else until 

further order of the Court?  That's -- I want to hear your 

response, Mr. Willard.  But I have to say, at first blush that 
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doesn't sound very unreasonable to me.  What is the response?  

And again, we are laying aside for a moment whether or not 

they have sued the right parties.  We are not going to address 

that yet.  But let's assume that they did, and let's assume 

that they do have standing, what is wrong with that proposal 

that I have just suggested?

MR. WILLARD:  Well Your Honor, I think you've hit 

the nail on the head, and it is sort of impossible to set 

aside Jacobson.  There is no redressability here as to any of 

these machines right now.  They are not in the custody and 

control of the State Defendants.  You can order us every day 

this week; we cannot give you access to the Hart County voting 

machines.  I cannot go in and tell the Hart County Elections 

Superintendent to do squat in regards to discovery in a case 

that they are not a party to.  Second, if you are violating 

trade secrets and security protocols, it doesn't matter if you 

are doing it for one machine or the entirety of machines.  If 

Plaintiffs' experts are going to come in with a thumb drive 

and stick it in and take their screwdrivers out and do 

everything to these machines, we have no safeguards that we 

can put in place, in this very compressed time frame that 

Plaintiffs are wanting to have, where you prevent somebody 

from sticking that thumb drive in their pocket and walking out 

the door, or doing something else that is going to impact that 

machine for future elections.  
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THE COURT:  Mr. Wood, I will give you the last word.

MR. WOOD:  I don't believe we will be using 

screwdrivers.  I think we can do a simple mirror image, they 

can see it done, and then it will be turned over to the Court.  

If we've got the wrong parties, we've got the wrong parties.  

But if we have the right parties, and the Court determines 

that the Secretary of State does have the authority as we 

contend that the Secretary of State does, I don't see any 

harm.  We will turn it over to the Court.  The battles can be 

fought.  If we win, then we can have -- we can have the 

examination completed.  But if we don't get something, then we 

end up with nothing, and we don't know whether or not it was 

erased.  I don't see any downside, Your Honor.  We turn it 

over to you and hold it until further rulings in the case.  It 

is just a matter of preserving some reasonably minimum amount 

of evidence with respect to some of these machines.  

MS. POWELL:  I believe there are no elections Your 

Honor in Cobb, Gwinnett, Cherokee, or Forsyth, or Paulding, or 

Hall, or Houston, or Hart, or Hancock, all of which we have 

requested, or Gwinnett or Henry.  In fact, Defendants haven't 

said where there are any elections at all.  

THE COURT:  Okay.  

MR. WILLARD:  One last point, if I could.  

THE COURT:  Yes.

MR. WILLARD:  I would point you -- you know, I know 
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there has been some question about whether the Jacobson 

decision applies to voting equipment, and decisions made 

regarding voting equipment.  I would point you to the Anderson 

case, Anderson versus Raffensperger, decided by Judge Brown 

last month, the docket number is 1:20-CV-03263.  It is a 

78-page decision, and it is very well-reasoned.  And pages 62 

through 68 go into great detail about how the failure to 

include county election officials presented a redressability 

problem.  Remember, Your Honor, you didn't choose who the 

Plaintiffs sued, I didn't choose who the Plaintiffs sued.  The 

Plaintiffs knew or should have been aware of the Jacobson line 

of cases and its progeny.  You -- 

MS. POWELL:  Jacobson is Florida law.  

THE COURT:  Let him finish.  

MR. WILLARD:  -- cannot craft relief to county 

defendants -- 

THE COURT:  Go ahead.  

MR. WILLARD:  You cannot craft relief that goes to 

county defendants and equipment in county custody and control 

where the Plaintiffs have only chosen to sue State Defendants.  

THE COURT:  Ms. Powell, let me ask you this along 

those lines of what he is saying.  I understand the 

distinction that the Plaintiffs have argued through their 

counsel's emails to me today between this case and Jacobson.  

But you know, it sounds to me that Mr. Willard is probably 
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correct that as a matter of fact and law, the Secretary of 

State can't call up to Marietta and tell the Cobb County 

elections officials what to do with their machine.  What you 

want to do is access the machine.  You are not talking about 

data results from the election.  You want to actually access 

the physical machines for a forensic inspection.  And -- 

MS. POWELL:  Your Honor.  

THE COURT:  Just a second.  And so this is the first 

time we are really addressing the redressability issue.  Tell 

me what is the Plaintiffs' response to that.

MS. POWELL:  The machines are owned by the State of 

Georgia.  They were purchased by the State of Georgia for $107 

million of taxpayer money.  They are controlled by the 

Secretary of State's office which has legal responsibility 

both for investigating the fraud and making sure the machines 

are what are supposed to be used and properly used and 

enforcing the rules and regulations and laws related to 

elections for the State of Georgia.  It is clear from the 

Curling decision that we do not have to sue 600 people in 159 

counties to obtain the relief we want.  It couldn't be more 

clear as a matter of law.

MR. WOOD:  Judge, could I say one last thing?  

THE COURT:  Yes, sir.

MR. WOOD:  And I appreciate this has all been done 

with not a lot of time.  
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THE COURT:  Right.  

MR. WOOD:  Again, if we don't have the correct 

parties, we can add the correct parties before the Court would 

release for further examination the materials that we would 

collect in the next day or two.  

THE COURT:  I don't understand why the Plaintiffs 

don't just move to add Cobb County as a party to the case, or 

the Cobb -- I don't know who it is, Cobb County elections 

officers?  I don't know.  I am not going to give you a legal 

opinion.

MR. WOOD:  Let me say this.  If the Court gives us 

until Tuesday to examine, we will add the counties that the 

Court lets us go examine, we will add them tomorrow; add them 

tonight.  I just don't think -- I think that is a procedural 

issue, and ultimately one the Court can decide, but there is 

no harm, Your Honor, in preserving what could be critical 

evidence with respect to this election.  We are not asking to 

look at it until we've got it all down pat and Your Honor is 

satisfied we are entitled to it, but let's preserve at least 

some small amount reasonably so we don't find ourselves with 

no evidence simply because the evidence was erased or 

destroyed.  If there is nothing there, there is nothing there.  

But, Your Honor, if there is something there, then this state 

has a serious problem.  And I think it ought to be in the 

interest of the taxpayers and the voters that this material, 
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on a reasonable basis, limited basis, be preserved so that 

down the road, if we meet all the other qualifications to have 

it fully examined, we've at least got it preserved.  That 

seems to me to be in the best interest of the citizens of the 

State of Georgia.  

THE COURT:  Well let me go back -- 

MS. POWELL:  We have obtained access to machines in 

another state, with no problem of damage to the machines or 

exposure of trade secrets or any other concern, and in that 

instance we found that there were 1,474 votes on two rolls on 

a machine, 1,474 which were changed across the two rolls, 

almost the same number of voters that voted had their votes 

completely changed on Dominion machines.  

THE COURT:  Where was that?

MS. POWELL:  That is a county in Michigan.  

THE COURT:  That was this year?

MS. POWELL:  Yes, sir.  Just a few days ago.  

THE COURT:  Right, okay.  And again, just for my 

factual understanding, Mr. Willard, are you telling me that if 

I grant this relief, let's say to -- if I were to add a couple 

of these counties as defendants, or whatever the right entity 

or person is that should be the defendant, are you telling me 

that if I grant this relief for this forensic inspection, 

there is no way that any election run-off can take place on 

Tuesday in that county?  Or do you know?  
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MR. WILLARD:  That is my understanding right now.  

Once again, I am working on Sunday night at 8:28 p.m. and 

something that I've been aware of for a little over 24 hours.  

But at this point in time, Your Honor has already indicated 

which way he was going to rule, and now Plaintiffs are trying 

to shift the ground underneath us.  The fact is, as I 

indicated to your clerk last night, Ms. McGowan and I have now 

given up the entirety of our Sunday, we have responded in a 

timely fashion, at the Court's request, first on a 

three-and-a-half-hour turnaround, and then on an hour 

turnaround, substantively responding to Plaintiffs' arguments.  

And their responses have been long on rhetoric and short on 

any authority.  We are at a situation now where if the Court 

is willing to do what it said it was going to do earlier in 

this call and earlier this evening via email and deny relief, 

we go on and we prepare for the Friday hearing.  If the Court 

is inclined to grant the relief, we would ask you to certify 

it so that we can immediately take it up to the 11th Circuit 

and the 11th Circuit can reassure the Plaintiff that it meant 

what it said when it ruled in Jacobson.  

THE COURT:  All right, I am going to have to think 

about it.  I am not sure yet what I am going to do, but I need 

to do some research and think about it a little bit.  I am 

trying to -- I would like, Mr. Willard -- I am sure we are 

going to talk again tomorrow.  I guess we ought to just  -- 
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let's plan on an 11 o'clock Zoom hearing tomorrow to address 

some of these issues.  And I am going to want to know -- let 

me just say, in terms of what I am thinking out loud is that 

if I were to allow -- let me first ask this question of 

Ms. Powell and Mr. Wood.  If I were to allow the forensic 

inspection of either the Cobb or Gwinnett or Cherokee or Hart, 

whatever -- wouldn't it just be sufficient to add one of those 

counties?  If it is the same machine?

MS. POWELL:  No, Your Honor.  The counties can read 

differently.  We really request Cobb, Gwinnett, and Cherokee 

counties at the bare minimum.  

THE COURT:  Okay.  I hear you.

MS. POWELL:  And we can add those as Defendants 

tonight if that is important to the Court.  I really don't 

think it's necessary as a matter of law, but we can certainly 

add them.  

THE COURT:  Who exactly would you move to add?  

MS. POWELL:  The Board of Elections of each -- all 

the members of the boards of those four counties.  We would 

have to add 12 people.  

THE COURT:  I heard three counties.  Cobb, Gwinnett, 

and Cherokee.

MS. POWELL:  Three counties, but four people per 

county, is my understanding.  

THE COURT:  Okay.  Here is what I would like to do.  
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Mr. Willard, if you could tell me when we resume tomorrow at 

11:00, if you could tell me, having done a little research, 

what impact, if any, allowing this forensic examination on 

these three counties' machines would have on the elections 

that are supposed to take place Tuesday?  It may be that there 

is no election in any of those counties, there may be an 

election in all three of them.  I have no idea.

MS. POWELL:  It is my understanding, Your Honor, 

there is no election in those three counties.  

THE COURT:  Let me have that confirmed.  I will give 

Mr. Willard a chance to confirm that tomorrow.  And also -- 

MR. WILLARD:  That was Cobb, Gwinnett, and Cherokee.  

Correct, Your Honor?  

THE COURT:  Yes, sir.  

MS. POWELL:  Correct. 

THE COURT:  I want to hear a little more on the 

issue of how would -- you know, one of the issues in the 

decision of whether to grant injunctive relief is what harm 

the party opposing the injunction would suffer if the relief 

were granted.  That is one of the four factors that I am sure 

all of you know quite well, I certainly would expect that you 

do.  I know you do.  I would like to hear, Mr. Willard, from 

you tomorrow morning if you could please tell me -- if you 

could answer that question for me.  What harm would it do the 

State or to these Defendants, including any newly added 
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Defendants, if I were to grant that relief?

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, I will do my best, but it 

may not be me on the call.  As I indicated to your clerk, 

we've got two brief responses in the Woods case due on 

Tuesday.  We've already had to give up our Sunday responding 

to this, after I asked your clerk last night not to schedule 

anything until after those briefs were filed.  Now because of 

Plaintiffs' shifting demands, they want to go forward with a 

hearing in the morning.  Whoever is going to respond to that 

hearing is going to have to take time away from getting the 

responses filed in the 11th Circuit on Tuesday, including our 

client, in the midst of an ongoing state-wide recount for 

President, in the midst of conducting and supporting county 

election officials with the December 1st election, as well as 

getting ready for early and advanced voting for the January 

5th election.  We -- 

THE COURT:  I understand, Mr. Willard.  Let me ask a 

question of Ms. Powell.  If there are in fact no elections 

taking place in those three counties, why does this have to be 

done tomorrow?  Why do we have to have the answer to this by 

tomorrow or Tuesday?

MS. POWELL:  Time is of the essence, Your Honor, on 

the entire election proceeding.  

THE COURT:  I got you.  In other words, the general 

time-is-of-the-essence principle.  It sounds to me like having 
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a response by 11:00 tomorrow is not necessary and would be 

unreasonable to expect the Secretary of State, the Governor 

and the Elections Board Defendants to be able to respond so 

quickly.  So here is what I am going to do.  I am going to 

reserve ruling.  I am going to keep the schedule regarding 

briefing and the hearing, and I am going to reserve ruling on 

the Plaintiffs' request -- I am going to consider it a motion 

to amend the pleadings, and a motion to add as parties these 

elections officers in Cobb, Gwinnett, and Cherokee counties.  

I want the Secretary of State to let me know -- I will give 

you a deadline in the second, but what I want the Secretary of 

State and the other Defendants to let me know is what 

opposition, if any, they have or what conditions they would 

like to see complied with if these machines are going to be 

inspected.  In other words, if they want their own inspector 

there, et cetera.  I agree with Ms. Powell on the general 

principle that time is of the essence, but it is not at all 

reasonable to give the Defendants in this case until 11 

o'clock tomorrow morning.  There is just no way they can do 

that.  I am trying to decide right now how much time to give 

them.  It certainly is going to be this week.  I guess, 

Mr. Willard, what I would like you to do is let me know, as 

soon as you find out, but in any event you are going to have 

to let me know by Wednesday.  That is what my first blush 

issue is this issue.  I just don't see what the urgency is.  
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The case will still be pending after this week.  So I just -- 

you know, I understand the -- I completely understand the 

general urgency of the case, but the Defendants have got to 

have a little bit of time to provide that information I want, 

which again namely is whether they would oppose these three 

counties' machines being forensically examined, and why they 

would -- what the basis for any such opposition would be, and 

I would want that supported with an affidavit or affidavits 

from an expert or experts or somebody affiliated with the 

Defendants who could provide evidence to why that would be 

harmful.  Again, we are focusing on the -- I believe is the 

third prong -- I may have them in the wrong order -- of the 

four-part test, which is what the harm would be to the party 

opposing the injunctive relief.  So that is going to be the 

order of the Court.  And I will --

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  Your Honor.  

THE COURT:  Yes, sir?  

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  I wanted to make one point here.  

And that is, I understand the State's concern about having us 

go in and look at their machines.  However, what we have 

alleged with affidavit testimony is that they are erasing 

their machines.  So while they are thinking about what the 

harm is, and while they are figuring out where their elections 

are that they can't identify, at a minimum, Your Honor, where 

there are no elections to be taking place, there should be an 
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order entered now that no machine should be erased.  Because 

that is very troubling, it is spoliation, it's irreparable 

injury.  That is point one.  I want to make one other point 

for you, Your Honor.  They mentioned that the county is under 

an obligation to preserve the evidence of the election.  Let 

me explain to you what they preserve.  They have these 

machines that people vote on, and they produce these memory 

cards.  They make a copy of the memory card, but the machine 

stays the same.  It's sort of like you have an iPhone -- 

THE COURT:  I understand.  

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  You can take out the sim, right?  

THE COURT:  Right.  

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  So I would ask Your Honor to 

please order no more erasing machines that are not being -- 

THE COURT:  Okay.  

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  -- used for these local 

elections -- 

THE COURT:  That sounds reasonable to me, 

Mr. Willard, until we resolve this in just a few days.  Do 

your clients have any objection to that?  The way I would 

phrase it, and I am going to give you a chance to respond to 

this, but my inclination is to order and temporarily restrain 

the Defendants to the extent it is within their lawful 

authority, from altering or destroying or erasing or allowing 

the alteration, destruction, or erasing of any of the computer 
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information on any of the machines in these three counties 

that we discussed, specifically Cobb, Gwinnett, and Cherokee.  

What is y'all's response?  What is the State's response to 

that, Mr. Willard?

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, I will say that there are 

no State officials, there is no one within the direction and 

control of any of the named State Defendants who is going to 

be doing anything in regards to this voting equipment this 

week or in the coming months.  So you still have the same 

redressability issue.  You can order us to stop all you want, 

but if we are not the ones behind the wheel, it is not doing 

anything.  

THE COURT:  Well then I would think that the 

Defendants wouldn't have any problem being ordered to stop.  

If they are not doing anything, there is nothing for them to 

stop.  So that is going to be another feature of this order.  

And we are not going to enter a written order, it will be in 

the transcript.  But again, to the extent that it's within the 

Defendants' lawful authority, they shall not alter, destroy, 

or erase any of this information from any of these three 

computers, nor will they allow anyone within their control and 

authority, legal authority, from doing any of those things.  

It sounds to me like you've been put on notice, Plaintiffs' 

counsel, by Mr. Willard, quite clearly that you need to direct 

these concerns towards these county officials.  The State, in 
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this -- obviously the Defendants in this case are disavowing 

any authority or any responsibility or connection with these 

county machines in this sense, they are not going to be going 

down to any -- they are not going down to Lawrenceville or 

Canton, or Marietta to try to erase any of these machines, the 

concern that -- is Mr. Kleinhendler? 

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  Kleinhendler, Your Honor. 

THE COURT:  I was close.  Closer than you usually 

get, I'll bet.  So let's do that.  Why don't we do this, why 

don't we have a Zoom call tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock 

where we will wait to hear back from someone on behalf of the 

Defendants, if it is either Mr. Willard or someone else, to 

respond, and let us know if there is something that the Court 

is missing regarding the inspection, the forensic examination 

of these machines.  So my -- 

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor?  

THE COURT:  Yes, sir.  

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, we have moved again from 

Wednesday.  To say -- 

THE COURT:  All I want tomorrow, Rus, is an update.  

If they can give us an update.  If you want to update.  In 

fact, I will leave it like that.  But if you want to update 

us, just let us know tomorrow, and we'll be ready for a call 

at 4 o'clock.  But if you don't have anything to report 

tomorrow, that is perfectly fine.  I understand the competing 
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interests that the Defendants have.  They are trying to juggle 

a lot of balls in the air at one time.  I understand that.  

Let me know if you know something tomorrow.  And if not -- I 

guess, you know, I am -- I have to admit, you know, when I 

think out loud like this, which is not something judges enjoy 

doing because it gets pointed out to them that they are 

changing their mind.  And I am inclined to agree with 

Mr. Willard on this.  Let's wait until Wednesday to hear back 

from Mr. Willard.  How about something in writing, 

Mr. Willard, by the same time that the brief is due on 

Wednesday, 5:00 p.m., in response to this inquiry that the 

Court has as to the basis for any opposition by the Defendants 

to this particular relief regarding the forensic examination 

of the Dominion equipment in these three counties.  That is 

what the order of the Court is going to be.  And contrary to 

what I said a minute ago, I will put it in writing so everyone 

can see it and it will be clear and you don't have to read the 

transcript.  That order will be entered either tonight or 

more -- I would say almost certainly not until tomorrow 

morning.  Okay?  Anything else, Counsel?  Yes, sir?

MR. WILLARD:  Just two procedural points.  One, do 

you want as a unified filing on Wednesday, or do you want us 

to make them as two separate filings?  

THE COURT:  Separate filings.

MR. WILLARD:  All right.  So I won't need, I think 
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at this juncture, to ask for a page limit extension, but I may 

revisit that issue with the Court.

THE COURT:  You can have however many pages you 

need.  There is no limit on the pages.  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  The Plaintiffs as well, Your Honor?  

THE COURT:  The Plaintiffs' response as well.  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  Thank you.  

MR. WILLARD:  Your Honor, the second point, and now 

that you have said that you are going to reduce this to 

writing, I know that there has been a lot of rumor, innuendo, 

and misinformation spread out there regarding what has taken 

place in a number of courts around the country, and this Court 

today, there were a number of social media posts made about 

this Court's indication of the two earlier rulings.  

THE COURT:  Right.  

MR. WILLARD:  I ask you to make clear in your order 

that only the State Defendants are being enjoined by anything 

in your order and it is not enjoining any county officials 

from doing anything.  

THE COURT:  Not at this time.  They are not parties 

to the case yet.

MR. WILLARD:  Thank you.  

MR. WOOD:  Judge, for what it's worth, when we add 

them tonight, we will be sending spoliation litigation hold 

letters.  I think they have already received those a week ago, 
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but we will redo it.  

THE COURT:  And Mr. Willard, just to be clear, you 

are referring to -- you refer to the Governor and the 

Secretary of State, not the other members of the Elections 

Board?  Is that right?

MR. WILLARD:  I am actually referring -- I'm sorry?  

THE COURT:  The Governor and the Secretary of State.  

Let's see, of course I don't -- the Governor is a party and of 

course the Secretary of State is a party, and then we have 

the -- 

MR. WILLARD:  The Election Board -- 

THE COURT:  -- four other Election Board members.  

And what you just wanted to make clear to me, or clarify with 

me, was that it was your understanding that the order I am 

going to enter would only be enjoining the Governor and the 

Secretary of State and not the four Election Board members who 

are also named as Defendants.  Am I right about that?

MR. WILLARD:  No, Your Honor.  I am requesting that 

you make clear in your order that only the State Defendants 

are enjoined, and there is no injunction against any of the 

unnamed county defendants.

MR. KLEINHENDLER:  Your Honor, this is Howard again.  

I think your language earlier was right on.  You said you are 

going to enjoin the State Defendants and anybody in their 

control.  And our argument is that all these counties are 
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under the control of the Secretary of State.  So now if the 

State wants to play a game and say, well, we have no ability 

to control the counties, okay, we will deal with that on a 

sanctions motion.  But I think you were very clear, Your 

Honor, anybody -- the Defendants and anybody under their 

control.  What the State is asking for now is to wiggle out of 

that order, and I would urge you not to give to them that 

language.  It is enough for you to say the Defendants in the 

case and anybody under their control.  

THE COURT:  Okay.  I understand the issue.  The only 

point I was trying to make with Mr. Willard was I was trying 

to see if he was trying to exclude the Governor.  I understand 

that his main point was really that I was not ordering 

directly any county officials to do or not do anything.  I 

understand that that is what he was saying.  I think I 

understand it.  I am actually clear on it.  So I think 

everybody has their marching orders, we know what to do.  I am 

the one that has to move next.  I have to enter an order that 

clarifies all of this, and I think I do that with no problem.  

It will probably be in the morning, okay?  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  Judge, one housekeeping matter.  In 

terms of serving future papers and filings on the Defendants, 

can we agree or can the Court order that service on 

Mr. Willard and Ms. McGowan is sufficient service on the State 

Defendants?  
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THE COURT:  I can't order them to waive their right 

to be served.  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  Okay, but what we would have to do 

otherwise is send the papers directly to the State Defendants.  

THE COURT:  Right.  That is a matter for you and 

Mr. Willard to discuss when I am not on the line.  If the 

Defendants want to acknowledge and waive service that is fine, 

and if they don't that is not something that I am going to 

upset with a ruling.  

MR. MACDOUGALD:  Okay. 

THE COURT:  We are adjourned, and you will hear from 

me in the morning.  Y'all have a good night.  

(End of hearing at 8:48 p.m.)

* * * * *
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Below please find a Tweet of Congressman Jody Hice, including 
a video proving that the “pipe burst” at the State Farm Arena in 
Fulton County, Georgia never happened. Further, this shows 
election workers working in the wee hours of the morning, 
pulling “votes” out from under the table after they lied to poll 
workers and sent them home.  
 
https://twitter.com/CongressmanHice/status/1334609467703521283?s=20 
 
 
https://youtu.be/nVP 60Hm4P8 
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